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Many software services are nowadays hosted on cloud computing platforms, like Amazon EC2, due to many benefits like reduced operational costs. However, node failures in these platforms can impact the availability of their hosted services and potentially lead to large financial losses. Predicting node failures before they actually occur is crucial as it enables DevOps engineers to minimize their impact by performing preventative actions. However, such predictions are hard due to many challenges like the enormous size of the monitoring data and the complexity of the failure symptoms. AIOps, a recently introduced approach in DevOps, leverages data analytics and machine learning (ML) to improve the quality of computing platforms in a cost-effective manner. However, the successful adoption of such AIOps solutions requires much more than a top-performing ML model. Instead, AIOps solutions must be trustable, interpretable, maintainable, scalable, and evaluated in context. To cope with these challenges, in this paper we report our process of building an AIOps solution for predicting node failures for an ultra-large-scale cloud computing platform at Alibaba. We expect our experiences to be of value to researchers and practitioners, who are interested in building and maintaining AIOps solutions for large-scale cloud computing platforms.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Cloud computing is now ubiquitous. IDG [20] reports that 73% of enterprises leverage the cloud in their IT infrastructure. On the one hand, cloud computing provides benefits like lower infrastructure costs and high elasticity. On the other hand, failures in the cloud are difficult to detect and can be quite costly when they occur. Such failures are estimated to...
cost $700 billion yearly [30]. To ensure the quality of services, companies set up complex and elaborate monitoring infrastructures, which generate an enormous amount of data to track systems’ health. However, it is very challenging to effectively transform such monitoring data into actionable insights due to the size and complexity of such data.

To cope with this challenge, AIOps (Artificial Intelligence for IT Operations) leverages data analytics and machine learning (ML) techniques to assist DevOps engineers to improve the quality of computing platforms in a cost-effective manner. Gartner [34] projects that by 2022, 40% of global enterprises will have strategically implemented AIOps solutions to support their IT operations. Recent AIOps research efforts at top software engineering and other venues (e.g., [13, 19, 23–25, 29]) have demonstrated the benefits of AIOps solutions in real-world settings. However, the successful adoption of such AIOps solutions requires much more than a top-performing ML model. Instead, AIOps solutions must be:

- **Trustable** [12]: AIOps solutions must incorporate years of field-tested engineer-trusted domain expertise into their ML models, instead of simply employing sophisticated models on raw data.
- **Interpretable** [31]: AIOps solutions need to be interpretable even if at the cost of lower performance. Such interpretable models enable DevOps engineers to reason about model recommendations, to gain upper management support for following such recommendations, and, more importantly, enabling DevOps engineers to improve the status quo (e.g., by improving and optimizing their monitoring solutions).
- **Maintainable** [36]: AIOps solutions need to require minimal maintenance and fine-tuning, since DevOps engineers are usually not ML experts, who are already overcommitted on many company-wide ML-initiatives.
- **Scalable** [35]: AIOps solutions need to be scalable and efficient, as they must analyze the monitoring data from thousands to millions of nodes.
- **In-context Evaluation** [24]: AIOps solutions must be evaluated in a context that resembles their actual production usage. Traditional ML evaluation techniques (e.g., cross-validation) are rarely applicable, as they do not consider the real-life peculiarities.

In this paper, we report our process in building an AIOps solution for SystemX, an ultra-large-scale cloud computing platform at Alibaba. SystemX is deployed over tens of thousands of connected nodes across Alibaba’s data centers and used by millions of users every day. Each compositing node has different configurations (e.g., CPU, memory, virtual machines) and installs a variety of software applications (e.g., databases and machine learning platforms). Our AIOps solution predicts potential node failures in the near future and leaves DevOps engineers enough time to react to the potential node failures. Once our solution predicts a node failure in the near future, DevOps engineers would perform preventative actions (e.g., live migration) to minimize the impact of node failures on the production system.

Our AIOps solution is a pipeline that leverages readily-available alerts to provide actionable suggestions for DevOps engineers. Such alerts are already used and trusted by DevOps engineers and capture years of their experience with the cloud platform. The alerts are generated by sifting through terabytes of raw monitoring data using rules derived from years of domain expertise and experience from prior issues. Our solution, which is a data analytics pipeline combining innovative feature engineering and data sampling techniques with carefully tuned machine learning models, is interpretable and easy to maintain. Experiments show that our solution performs well in a production-like context. Our AIOps solution is already adopted and used in practice to analyze the monitoring data from tens of thousands of nodes of SystemX’s deployment.

The main contributions of this paper are:

(1) This is the first work to discuss and evaluate the needed criteria for the successful adoption of AIOps solutions.
Experiments show that our AIOps solution, which is a data analytics pipeline combining random forest-based modeling with innovative feature engineering and data sampling techniques, outperforms a state-of-the-art AIOps solution [24] in terms of prediction performance while requiring significantly less computational power.

Given the extreme skew of our data, with node failures being extremely rare, we proposed a novel oversampling technique that leverages data from failed nodes prior to their failure as well as multiple samples from normal nodes. This technique improves the performance of our approach and the prior state-of-the-art approach.

We proposed a novel evaluation technique, which examines the effectiveness of our AIOps solutions in a production-like usage context instead of using traditional performance evaluation techniques for ML models.

The lessons that we learned from building and deploying this AIOps pipeline will be of great value for researchers and practitioners, who are interested in ensuring the adoption of their AIOps solutions.

**Paper Organization.** The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides background information and presents related works. Section 3 presents an exploratory study of the characteristics of the alert data. Section 4 provides an overview of our AIOps solution. Sections 5, 6 and 7 explain our implementation details and present our evaluation results. Section 8 presents the lessons learned and Section 9 discusses the threats to validity. Section 10 concludes the paper.

2 BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORKS

This section first provides some background information about SystemX, its monitoring infrastructure and its monitoring data (Section 2.1). Then we discuss two areas of prior work related to our problem context: prior research in the area of AIOps (Section 2.2) and in evaluating the performance impact of various modeling decisions (Section 2.3).

2.1 SystemX

Since failures can happen at different levels (hardware, operating system, container or VM, and application levels), cloud service providers (e.g., Microsoft [32] and IBM [45]) usually install a variety of probes to ensure Quality of Service (QoS). Some probes passively collect resource usage data (e.g., CPU and memory) or performance measures (e.g., response time and throughput), whereas others proactively check the health of the system by periodically performing heartbeats [16] or sanity checks (e.g., [2]). SystemX is a large-scale cloud computing platform at Alibaba used by millions of users every day. Its deployment spans over tens of thousands of nodes. The size of these raw monitoring data is extremely large (in the range of tens of terabytes every day).

SystemX has already supported a range of different fault tolerance techniques to ensure extremely high levels of reliability and robustness. Although node failures are extremely rare (e.g., less than one in thousands of nodes fails daily), such failures still severely impact end-users whenever they occur. In order to catch early warning signs of these failures, there are additional applications that scan through the monitoring data and proactively generate alerts. Some of these alerts are based on thresholds on the collected system behavior data (e.g., CPU higher than some pre-determined threshold) or error logs (e.g., certain types of errors appear too frequently within sometime range). The goal of such alerts is to provide early warnings, so that preventative actions (e.g., VM migration [7] or software rejuvenation [3]) can be performed to mitigate or minimize the impact of such failures. Other systems have similar alert mechanisms, but they might use different terms like incident reports [9, 10, 27, 28] or tickets [44, 45].

Effectively leveraging such alert data is a major challenge for the DevOps engineers at SystemX. On the one hand, these alerts, which were generated by customized rules based on their own domain expertise and years of experience...
from prior issues, contain helpful hints for potential node failures. On the other hand, alerts can be generated not only from the nodes that would fail in the near future, but also from healthy nodes, as some of the issues reported by the alerts can be transient (e.g., network congestions or low memory availability) and can be recovered afterward. However, the very high volume and the intensity of these alerts make it challenging for DevOps engineers to manually distinguish between transient issues and the issues that would cause node failures.

Hence, the goal of this paper is to leverage AI techniques to predict node failures in the near future such that DevOps engineers can take preventative actions to minimize the impact of node failures on the production system. We do not distinguish the types of node failures nor do we concern about the root causes of node failures in this paper. Once the potential failures are predicted, DevOps engineers would first perform stress testing that tests the suspected node with synthetic load, in order to validate if the node is indeed failing. Then, DevOps engineers would perform live migration to move the jobs from the failed node to a healthy one which has the same configuration. During the live migration, the complete running status of the virtual machines on the failed node is saved and reloaded in the healthy node, so the system can provide identical services after the migration without impacting the experience of the end-users. In the future, our node failure detection solution can be combined with various self-healing strategies [9, 10, 27, 28] to automatically mitigate the impact of node failures (e.g., through automated live migration and automated management of node repairing process).

2.2 Prior Research Efforts in AIOps

Here we discuss prior AIOps solutions in the context of the aforementioned five criteria for the successful adoption of AIOps solutions.

Trustable. Many of the prior AIOps solutions analyze the raw monitoring data for problem detection [13, 19, 23–25] and issue diagnosis [29]. He et al. proposed Log3C [19] that automatically identifies problems in a cloud-based system using logs. Lin et al. [25] mined previously-reported issues to discover a sudden surge of new issues (a.k.a., emerging issues) which could impact the user experience. Lim et al. [23] clustered existing performance metrics to discover recurrent and unknown issues. Lin et al. proposed a deep learning-based approach, MING [24], which leverages temporal (e.g., CPU and memory) and spatial (e.g., rack locations) data to predict node failures in the cloud. El-Sayed et al. [13] learned from the trace data to predict job failures in large-scale cloud computing platforms. Luo et al. [29] correlated alerts with various resource usage metrics to discover temporal dependency and to infer causal relations between them.

In contrast, we believe that the knowledge, experience, and trust captured in alerts are extremely valuable and should be leveraged over raw data. Prior works [9, 10, 27, 28] attempt to improve existing alert mechanisms (e.g., using rules encoded in KPIs [9, 10] or pre-defined thresholds [44, 45]). Xue et al. [44, 45] proposed a technique to filter out false alerts, while Ding et al. [9, 10, 27, 28] mined historical alerts to suggest self-healing strategies for problematic nodes. In contrast, we leverage the alerts to predict node failures.

Interpretable. Many prior AIOps solutions are built using black-box models (e.g., [24, 44, 45]). Very few prior solutions use interpretable models (e.g., random forest [13] or association rules [27, 28]). None of the prior works actually interpreted the ML models. In this paper, we report on our experience in interpreting the ML models to better understand and improve the existing monitoring and alerts infrastructure (see Section 8 - Interpretability).

Maintainable and Scalable. Most of the prior AIOps solutions [19, 23, 24, 25, 29] are scalable, as they have already been used in production on a large volume of monitoring data from thousands or even millions of nodes. However,
few works discussed the maintenance issues when deploying the systems in the field except [27, 28] who particularly pointed out that the tuning of ML models is very challenging. In this paper, we compare the effort and the computational costs for tuning our ML models.

**In-context Evaluation.** Only two prior works used non-traditional evaluation techniques to ensure that their models are evaluated in a realistic context. Instead of leveraging cross-validation, Lin et al. [24] proposed a time-based evaluation technique to evaluate their AIoPs solution in context. El-Sayed et al. [13] considered the “just-in-time” value of their prediction on job failures for parallel processing systems. A prediction that is correct yet done long after a job has started is of little value. We use a time-based evaluation technique as in [24], and similar to [13], we only considered predictions as valid when they are “just-in-time” for DevOps engineers to react to and not too early to cause financial losses. Different from [13], our "just-in-time" evaluation approach uses a time window to mark valid predictions (i.e., a node failure prediction is only valid when the node actually fails within the time window).

2.3 **Prior Research on the Impact of Modeling Decisions**

When building an AIoPs solution, there will be different modeling decisions (e.g., ML algorithms and configuration tuning) that need to be made. Here we discuss prior empirical studies on the performance impact of the modeling decisions.

**Feature Engineering and Data Sampling.** Prior works note that feature engineering and data sampling play important roles in ML models for various software engineering tasks (e.g., performance modeling [46] and defect prediction [1, 38, 47]). Since performance metrics may sometimes be incomplete due to various transient issues, Xue et al. [46] proposed an approach, which automatically fills in the missing data. To compensate for the small amount of buggy data, Agrawal et al. [1] proposed a data re-sampling technique, called SMOTUNED (an automatically-tuned version of SMOTE). They observed that using SMOTUNED for data pre-processing significantly improves the performance of their defect prediction models. Zhang et al. [47] observed that using summation to aggregate software features usually hinders the performance of defect prediction models. In this work, we propose an AIoPs solution that combines random forest-based models with carefully-designed feature engineering and data sampling.

**Parameter Tuning.** Prior works demonstrate that the performance of ML models can vary significantly based on their configuration settings [40, 42, 43]. Tantithamthavorne et al. [40, 42] observed that using automated parameter optimization techniques can significantly improve the performance of defect prediction models. The performance of ML models built with certain ML algorithms (e.g., random forest and support vector machines) are more stable across different configurations compared to other algorithms (e.g., neural network and decision trees). Wang et al. [43] observed that tuning the hyper-parameter settings for deep learning-based models, although very time-consuming, can significantly impact the model performance for defect prediction. In this paper, we evaluate the performance of ML models under a range of configuration settings (i.e., different ML algorithms and sampling approaches) in the context of detecting node failures.

3 **EXPLORATORY STUDY**

We first conducted an exploratory study to understand the characteristics of the provided alert data. This data is collected from tens of thousands of nodes of SystemX’s deployment during a period of six months (2018-07-01–2018-12-31).
Finding 1: Alert data encapsulates years of field-tested and trusted domain expertise. Alerts for SystemX report problems from different sources (e.g., kernels, drivers, software applications, and hardware components). Each alert contains a timestamp, a verbosity level (critical, unrecoverable, and recoverable), and a textual message describing the error. In terms of severity, the critical level alerts are the highest, whereas the recoverable level alerts are the lowest. Critical level alerts usually refer to issues that are very likely to lead to severe issues if no immediate actions are taken. SystemX has already supported a set of different self-healing strategies (e.g., task migration or load balancing) to improve robustness and to minimize the impact on end users. Recoverable level alerts refer to issues that can be addressed by these self-healing strategies, whereas the unrecoverable level alerts refer to issues that cannot. One example of such textual message, corrected MCE error count exceeded threshold: 4800 times in 24 hours informs the DevOps engineers of a particular error (MCE error) that occurred too frequently in the past 24 hours. The message content has been modified for confidentiality reasons.

Finding 2: The distribution of alerts is statistically different between the failed and normal nodes. Figure 1 shows a beanplot visualizing the differences in the distribution of alerts between failed and normal nodes. In order to quantify the differences, we applied two non-parametric statistical techniques: Wilcoxon Rank Sum (WRS) and Cliff’s Delta (CD). WRS assesses if the two distributions are statistically different. CD [21] calculates the strength of the differences (a.k.a., effect size). Our results show that there is a clear statistical difference (i.e., p-value < 0.05) between the two types of nodes with a large effect size (i.e., \( \delta = 0.509 \)). We also calculated the WRS and CD to measure the differences in the distribution of each type of alert between failed and normal nodes. We observed that most of the alert types have statistically significantly different distributions between failed and normal nodes, and that the effect sizes of the differences range from trivial to large.

Finding 3: Alerts are not always strong indicators of a node failure. We examined the timing of the alerts for failed nodes to determine whether alerts are good indicators of future node failures. For each failed node, we measured the time gap (a.k.a., elapsed time) between the first generated alert and the node failure, as well as the time gap between the last generated alert and the node failure. Figure 2 visualizes the distributions of these two time gaps. In general, the
Fig. 2. Distribution of the time gap between the first/last alert and the node failure event; y-axis values are hidden for confidentiality reasons.

first alert occurs about 60 days before the node failure, and the last alert occurs almost right before the node failure. We further sampled some individual nodes to study the frequency of alerts over time, and we observed that there are generally many more alerts close to the node failure time. However, the exact number of alerts close to the failure event (e.g., within 24 hours before the failure) varies significantly among the failed nodes.

**Summary of Exploratory Study**

Alerts can be used to distinguish between the normal and the failed nodes, as the number of the alerts is significantly higher in the failed nodes than the normal nodes. However, as alerts can happen anytime, only using the alert counts cannot effectively predict node failures. Sophisticated AIOps solution is needed to extract and model various characteristics of the monitoring data.

4 AN OVERVIEW OF OUR APPROACH

This section provides an overview of our approach to building an AIOps solution for predicting node failures. As shown in Figure 3, our AIOps pipeline is divided into three phases: (1) feature engineering (Section 5) processes the monitoring data and produces useful features for the ML models, (2) model training (Section 6) trains the ML models based on the features, and (3) model evaluation (Section 7) examines the effectiveness of the trained ML models in a production-like usage context.

There are four major challenges ([C01]–[C04]) that we faced during our process of building a successful AIOps solution, including the challenges of complex data format, data skewness, hyperparameter tuning for deep learning models, and the valid evaluation of the AIOps solution. Such challenges are not only existing in our application context, but also applied to other scenarios where a similar AIOps solution is needed. We detail our techniques to overcome these challenges in the next three sections.
5 FEATURE ENGINEERING

Our AIOps solution leverages the early warnings (i.e., alert data) of a node to predict node failures. In addition to the alert data, we also included spatial data (e.g., the location of a node) when building our AIOps solutions, as recent work suggests that spatial data can be useful in analyzing and predicting node failures [24, 45]. Furthermore, we incorporated the information about the software and the hardware configuration of a node (i.e., build data), as node failures can be caused by drivers or kernel bugs. The process of extracting and transforming the raw data into features, which are inputs to the ML algorithms, is called feature engineering. Feature engineering is generally considered as a key step in a successful ML project, as the performance of an ML model is highly dependent on its features [1, 11].

Feature engineering is always related to the used ML models. In this work, we experimented with three ML algorithms in our AIOps solution: LSTM [18], MING [24], and random forest [5]. In the feature engineering phase, the major challenge is to deal with complex data format, as they cannot be directly used in some of the ML model(s) under study. We need to convert such raw data into features that are suitable for each of the three studied ML algorithms.

[C01] Dealing with the Challenge of Complex Data Format

The raw data has different data formats, some of which are not supported by certain ML models out of the box. Hence, we performed various feature encoding techniques on them. For example, the alert data is a time series; the cluster name, a type of spatial data, is a categorical variable; and the memory size, a type of build data, is an ordinal variable. Depending on the types of variables and the requirements of each ML algorithm, we used different feature encoding approaches. For the random forest-based model, we converted the time-series data into temporal features using back-tracking. For the LSTM-based model, we encoded the categorical data into numerical data using a target encoding. For the ordinal data, we normalized them. Table 1 shows the resulting features after performing the feature encoding process. In total, we used 1,692 features across the different ML models. There are 1,675 temporal, 9 spatial, and 8 build features.

---

1 More details about these ML algorithms are described in Section 6.
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Table 1. Number of features for SystemX and their feature representation techniques.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Monitoring data/Feature category</th>
<th>Variable types</th>
<th># of features</th>
<th>Encoding technique</th>
<th>ML algorithm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>alerts/time series</td>
<td>time series</td>
<td>1,675</td>
<td>back-tracking</td>
<td>random forest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>spatial</td>
<td>categorical</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>target encoding</td>
<td>LSTM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>build</td>
<td>categorical</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>target encoding</td>
<td>LSTM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ordinal</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>normalization</td>
<td>All</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. An example of transforming alerts into temporal features.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Types</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>00:00–01:00</th>
<th>01:00–02:00</th>
<th>02:00–03:00</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alerts</td>
<td>Alert_A</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Alert_B</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Freq_A</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Freq_B</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Freq_A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Freq_B</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temporal</td>
<td>Ratio_A1</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ratio_A2</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ratio_B1</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>0.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ratio_B2</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All the monitoring data is streamed to a central repository every hour. Therefore, we created a data point for each node in each hour. The goal of our AIOPS solution is to assist DevOps engineers in deciding whether a node will fail in the near future whenever an alert is generated from that node. Hence, we created a data point for a node in an hour only when there were alerts generated for that node in that hour. No data points were created once a node failed.

**Converting time-series data into temporal features for random forest.** Alerts, which provide DevOps engineers early warnings to potential node failures, are time-series data. The random forest-based model does not support the modeling of the time-series data out of the box. Hence, we converted the alerts into temporal features using a back-tracking technique. We decided to represent the alert data using two dimensions of temporal features: frequency and change ratio, which can highlight the differences between the normal and failed nodes. We now explain our temporal feature encoding technique using the example shown in Table 2. In this example, there are two types of generated alerts (Alert_A and Alert_B) over a period of three hours (00:00–03:00) for this node.

- **Alert frequency.** In Section 3, we observe that there are significantly more alerts in the failed nodes compared to the normal ones, and that alerts happen at different time intervals prior to a node failure. Therefore, we use the frequency of alerts to capture the occurrence of different types of alerts over time. For each data point for a node, we calculate the frequency of alerts in each of the previous hours (a.k.a., backtracking). In this running example, we extracted four features along this dimension: Freq_A and Freq_B refer to the occurrences of Alert_A and Alert_B for the current hour, whereas Freq_A and Freq_B refer to the occurrences of Alert_A and Alert_B in the previous hour for this node.
Table 3. An example of transforming the spatial data (Room ID) into features.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Room ID</th>
<th>Room A</th>
<th>Room B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td># of nodes</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>1,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># of failed nodes</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feature representation</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

During the period of 01:00–02:00, there is one Alert A. Hence, Freq A is one. In the previous hour (00:00–01:00), there are three Alert A's. Hence, Freq A is three. We only back-track one hour for the alert counts in our running example for illustrative purposes. In our actual AIOps solution, we back-track the alert counts up to previous 168 hours (a.k.a., 7 days). If there are X types of alerts, there will be $168 \times X$ features along this dimension.

- **Alert change ratio.** Some alerts may be more verbose than the others. Hence, we would like to have a relative measure, the change ratio of the alerts, to capture the relative changes of the occurrences of alerts over time. This measure computes the ratio of the number of generated alerts between adjacent hours. In our running example, we extracted four features along this dimension: $\text{Ratio}_{A_1}$ and $\text{Ratio}_{B_1}$ computes the change ratio of Alert A and Alert B between the current and previous hour, whereas $\text{Ratio}_{A_2}$ and $\text{Ratio}_{B_2}$ computes the change ratio of Alert A and Alert B between the previous hour and the hour before the previous hour. There are three, one, and six Alert A's during this three hour period for this node. Hence, during the period of 02:00–03:00, $\text{Ratio}_{A_1} = \frac{6}{1} = 6$ and $\text{Ratio}_{A_2} = \frac{3}{1} = 3.33$. Same as the frequency dimension, in our actual AIOps solution, we have back-tracked the alert counts up to 168 hours apart. If there are X types of alerts, there will be $167 \times X$ features along this dimension.

**Encoding the categorical data for the LSTM model.** All the spatial and parts of the build data are categorical data. The spatial data records the global dependency among different nodes. Examples of the spatial data can be the rack, cluster, room ID, and data center ID for each node. The build data provides information about the vendor, the hardware, and software configuration information about each node. Examples include the size of the memory and the manufacture of the node. In total, we have nine types of spatial data and five types of build data that are categorical variables. We performed a variable encoding technique, called target encoding, to convert such categorical variables into numerical variables. **Target encoding** encodes the categorical variables according to the distribution of the "target" across different values of the categorical variable. In our case, each value of a categorical feature is encoded as the rate of the associated node failures with a particular value for that categorical variable. We illustrate this technique using the example that is shown in Table 3. In the example, there are two values for the categorical variable Room ID: Room A and Room B. As shown in Table 3, 30 out of 300 nodes in Room A failed, while 200 out of 1,000 nodes in Room B failed. Hence, the node failure rate is 0.1 for Room A and 0.2 for Room B. This feature will be calculated hourly based on the number of failed nodes in that room at that time (i.e., only considering the failure rate in the past).

**Normalizing the ordinal data for all the ML models.** There are three types of spatial data (e.g., memory size), which are ordinal variables. Different ordinal variables have different ranges, thus we used the Min-Max approach to normalize them into the same range (0, 1) with the minimal ordinal value being encoded as 0 and the maximum ordinal value encoded as 1. Other in-between values are normalized based on their distance to the minimal and maximum values, using a linear transformation: $x = \frac{x - \text{min}}{\text{max} - \text{min}}$, where $x$ is the value of a particular ordinal variable. For example, if there are three different memory sizes: 20 GB, 50 GB, and 100 GB, they will be normalized as 0, 0.375, and 1, respectively. When a value (e.g., in the future data) exceeds the Min-Max range, we allow the normalized value to be smaller than 0 or larger.
than 1. As we describe in Section 7.1, our ML models should be re-trained periodically to avoid concept drift. Thus, the chance that value exceeds the Min-Max range is very small.

6 MODEL TRAINING

This section explains our various modeling decisions during the model training phase. We experimented with three ML algorithms in our AIOps solution: LSTM [18], MING [24], and random forest [5]. In order to conduct a fair comparison, all three ML algorithms leverage all three types of data (i.e., alert data, spatial data, and build data) as features, using the feature engineering techniques described in Section 5. We also proposed baseline models to understand the relative performance of the used ML algorithms. Below, we explain our chosen ML algorithms and our rationale for choosing them in our study.

• **Baseline models.** We design our baseline models based on the existence of each type of alert. For each type of alert, we build a baseline model that predicts a node failure if and only if there exists such type of alert. Our baseline models are derived from domain experts’ experience of using the existence of certain alerts to identify potential node failures. The domain experts consider the existence of five types of alerts to predict node failures. We build baseline models for all five types of alerts: one baseline model for each type of alert.

• **LSTM** is a deep neural network-based ML algorithm commonly used for predicting time-series data [18]. We choose LSTM as it is natural to model the problem of predicting node failures using the temporal features (i.e., time-series features). For a fair comparison, we also included the spatial and build features by binding them with the temporal features in this paper. Among different variants of LSTM, we used the bi-directional version, as it is reported to yield the best performance in this context [17].

• **Random forest** is an ensemble-based classification algorithm [5]. Compared to the LSTM, which is considered as a black-box, the random forest is interpretable. An ML model is interpretable if we can understand its decision process and study the relative importance of features. The interpretability of ML models has already been used in prior research to understand phenomena (e.g., fault proneness [6]) or to improve processes (e.g., code review [37]). We choose the random forest algorithm because it’s interpretable [39] and usually achieves the best performance among other traditional classifiers [15].

• **MING** [24] is a hybrid approach, which combines LSTM and random forest. Inside MING, there are two ML models: an LSTM model, which learns from the temporal features, and a random forest model, which learns from the spatial features. During prediction, MING combines the intermediate results from the internal LSTM and the random forest model using a Learning to Rank (LTR) model [26] and outputs one unified prediction outcome. We choose MING because it is the state-of-the-art approach for predicting node failures. Recent work reports that when predicting node failures inside the Microsoft Azure cloud, the ML models trained using the MING approach outperform the LSTM and the random forest-based models [24]. In this work, we replicate MING by learning an internal LSTM model using the temporal features and learning an internal random forest model using the spatial and build features (the build features are newly added in our study).

There are two major challenges in this phase: (1) **data skewness:** for a highly reliable system like SystemX, the chance that a node fails in the near future is extremely small. This poses challenges for building effective models; and (2) **hyperparameter tuning:** ML algorithms have many configuration parameters that can impact the performance of the ML models. It is challenging to effectively locate an optimal configuration setting within a limited amount of time.
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Dealing with the Challenge of Data Skewness

The failed and normal nodes are very imbalanced in our dataset. Even for the failed nodes, the healthy time period is much longer than the failing period, i.e., a node is always healthy before it fails. In other words, our dataset is highly skewed, which poses challenges for building models that can effectively predict node failures.

Traditionally, data re-balancing (e.g., oversampling or undersampling) approaches are used to deal with data skewness. Oversampling adds random repetitions of the minority data points while under-sampling randomly removes the majority data points. However, prior works [38, 39] note that neither sampling techniques increases the performance of classification models in terms of AUC (Area Under the Curve). In this work, we proposed a novel oversampling technique to not only select representative data points from both the failed and the normal nodes, but also significantly enrich the training samples related to node failures. We also implemented another data sampling technique, called gapped sampling, as it was previously proposed and used in a similar problem context (a.k.a., node failure prediction [24]). We intend to compare the resulting model performance with these two sampling techniques. We will illustrate both data sampling techniques using a running example in Figure 4(a) which shows all the data points (a.k.a., hourly periods containing alerts) for the normal and the failed node. A red arrow indicates the time of a node failure. **We only apply the data sampling techniques to the training data.**

**Selecting the early failure indicators for node failures.** The gapped sampling technique was originally introduced in [24] for selecting data points for both the failed and normal nodes in the Azure cloud. The idea behind the gap sampling technique is to select data points that closely resemble early indicators of node failures. As shown in Figure 4(b),
for each failed node, one positive sample (i.e., indicated by a solid triangle) is selected X hours before the node failure occurs. For each normal node, one negative sample (indicated by a solid square) is selected X hours before the end of our training period.

Capturing a complete picture for both the normal and failure nodes. We propose a novel oversampling technique that enriches data by capturing both the failing and normal behavior for the eventually failed nodes, as well as the behavior of normal nodes. Section 3 shows that alerts can be generated at any time before the failure of a node. Furthermore, different types of alerts may be generated at different data points. Only selecting one data point (as is done in the gapped sampling technique) might miss the early indicators for the failure of a node. Compared to the gapped sampling technique, our oversampling technique selects more positive samples from the failed nodes, which helps us better capture the failure symptoms. In addition, our technique selects more data points from the normal nodes, as normal nodes can also generate alerts. For each failed node, we consider an N-hour time window right before the time when the failure occurs. All the data points within this window are labeled as positive examples. In addition, for each failed node, one data point (i.e., a negative sample) is randomly selected every day (except for the N-hour window before the time of the failure). For each normal node, one data point (i.e., a negative sample) is randomly selected every day. Figure 4(c) illustrates the sampling results of our running example using our oversampling technique. In addition to the five positive samples, additional negative samples are also randomly selected outside the N-hour time window for the failed node.

We evaluated the performance of the three ML algorithms under the two different data sampling techniques. Each data sampling technique has one configuration: the gapped size X in the gapped sampling technique and the window size N in our oversampling technique. As described in Section 7.2, while training ML models, we also tuned these two configuration options.

[C03] Dealing with the Challenge of Hyperparameter Tuning

Deep neural network-based models like LSTM and MING contain many configuration parameters, which are collectively called hyperparameters. Studies [33, 43] show that the performance of these models can vary significantly based on the choice of the configuration parameters. We used a random search to tune the hyperparameters for LSTM, as prior work [4] shows that random search is more efficient in locating optimal hyperparameter settings than grid search in the hyperparameter space. As the optimal configurations may not be the same across different contexts, we performed this hyperparameter tuning process for LSTM under each data sampling technique. Since MING also uses LSTM, the same tuning process is performed. Different from the LSTM/MING-based models, the performance of the random forest-based models is generally stable across different configuration settings [40]. We just used the default configuration setting for the random forest-based models.

7 MODEL EVALUATION

One of the major challenges we faced in the model evaluation phase is how to evaluate the performance of ML models in a production-like context. We first discuss how we dealt with this challenge. Then we describe the experiments that we conducted (Section 7.1) and present the results of our evaluation (Section 7.2).

[C04] Dealing with the Challenge of in-Context Evaluation

In order to evaluate the ML models in a production-like setting, we developed a new evaluation technique. There are two main differences compared to the conventional evaluation techniques for ML models:
(1) Evaluating the prediction for each node: We evaluated the prediction performance for each node instead of individual prediction results. For each node and each hourly period containing alert(s), a prediction is made. Such individual predictions are considered together to evaluate the effectiveness of the predictions for a node, i.e., whether the predictions help DevOps engineers spot the failure of the node. If DevOps engineers took the advice from our AIOps solution, they would decommission a node whenever this node is predicted to be failing. There should not be any subsequent predictions when a node is taken offline. Hence, if a node is predicted to be failing at a particular time instance, we will not evaluate its predictions afterward even though this node may actually be healthy and generating alerts subsequently.

(2) Just-in-time prediction: The prediction of node failures should be made “just-in-time”. On the one hand, predicting a node failure prematurely (e.g., several weeks ahead) would lead to financial losses for the company, as currently-healthy nodes will be mistakenly replaced with newly purchased ones. On the other hand, late predictions (e.g., ten seconds before the node failure) would be of no value, as DevOps engineers would not have time to react and perform mitigation actions. To cope with this requirement, we introduced a prediction time window. A node failure prediction will not be useful unless such a prediction is made within this time window. After consulting with the DevOps engineers at Alibaba, the desirable prediction window is between 2 and 72 hours, which is a good balance between the cost of predicting node failures too early and the effectiveness of our approach to predict node failures in advance. However, the prediction window may need to be adjusted for a different industrial setting.

7.1 Experiments
We experimented with our AIOps pipeline using the data collected from tens of thousands of nodes of SystemX’s deployment during a period of six months (2018-07-01–2018-12-31). Our AIOps solution needs to be used continuously when it is deployed in production. Since cloud computing platforms are constantly evolving due to changes like user workload, feature updates, and hardware/software upgrades [14], the causes of node failures will likely change over time as well. ML models should be re-trained periodically to avoid concept drift. The production team plans to re-train the ML models every month. Hence, to simulate this context, we conducted three experiments, which evaluate the ML models under three consecutive evaluation months: October, November, and December, 2018. For each experiment, we used all the available data before the evaluation period as training data. For example, to evaluate the ML models under the month of October, we used all the monitoring data between July 1, 2018 and September 30, 2018.

7.2 Evaluation Results
For each of the three experiments, we trained the three ML algorithms under the two different data sampling techniques. For the LSTM and MING-based models, we performed hyperparameter tuning to select the optimal configuration parameters. In addition, we experimented with various gap sizes (X) and window sizes (N) in the two data sampling techniques (we provide the results for different gap sizes and window sizes in Section 8). We calculated the AUC to measure the performance of these ML models under different settings. AUC is insensitive to a classification threshold and it provides a good performance measure when the distribution of the predicted classes (e.g., failed nodes and normal nodes) is imbalanced [22]. Due to Non-Disclosure Agreement (NDA), we cannot report the detailed results for other performance measures (e.g., precision and recall). However, other performance measures yield similar trends as the AUC. For a particular ML model (ML algorithm + data sampling technique), we selected the ML model configuration with the best performance. In addition, we also kept track of the time taken to train and test the ML models.

Our oversampling technique performs better than the gapped sampling technique. Figure 5 shows the average AUC measures of the resulting ML models across three different models. All three ML models perform better under
our oversampling technique, with an AUC improvement of 3% to 10%. Compared to the gapped sampling technique, our oversampling technique enriches the training data related to node failures, thereby achieving better performance. Besides, all the models achieve better AUC than the best baseline model that simply predicts node failures based on the existence of each type of alert (our baseline models achieve an AUC of 0.50 to 0.70, compared to the AUC of 0.82 to 0.92 for the evaluated models).

**Random forest combined with our oversampling technique is the best solution in terms of prediction performance.** Among all the ML models, the ML models that are trained using random forest using our oversampling technique perform the best, whereas the ML models that are trained using MING or LSTM under the gapped sampling technique are the worst. The ML model trained using random forest under our oversampling technique achieves a 12% higher AUC than MING under the gapped sampling technique (i.e., the solution in [24]).

**Random forest-based models are our best solution in terms of computational cost.** When comparing different ML models (see Table 4), the training and the testing process of random forest-based models is much faster than its deep-learning counterpart. For example, under our oversampling technique, the training process of random forest is 33 times faster than MING and 72 times faster than LSTM, without considering the time taken for hyperparameter tuning. When comparing the testing process, the random forest-based model under the same oversampling technique is 75 and 146 times faster than MING and LSTM, respectively. Note that for LSTM/MING-based ML models, hyperparameter tuning is required. Hence, multiple training processes under different configurations need to be performed. The training process for MING/LSTM-based models will be much longer (e.g., hundreds or thousands of times longer). As the models need to be re-trained periodically in a real-production environment, using a random forest model can effectively reduce the computational cost. Therefore, among all the ML models, we chose a random forest model under our oversampling technique as our final AIOps solution.

**Temporal features are most influential to the model performance.** Table 5 shows the performance of the random forest model (under our oversampling approach), using all but excluding each type of feature. The performance of
Table 4. Training and testing time of different modeling approaches. All the experiments were conducted on a public cloud with a provision of 16 Intel Skylake (2.399 GHz) CPU cores and 177 GB memory.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>MING</th>
<th>LSTM</th>
<th>RF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Oversampling</td>
<td>Gapped</td>
<td>Oversampling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Training (sec)</td>
<td>3,159</td>
<td>1,202</td>
<td>6,875</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Testing (sec)</td>
<td>151</td>
<td>208</td>
<td>293</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5. Performance (AUC) of the random forest model under our oversampling approach, excluding each type of feature.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>All features</th>
<th>Excluding temporal features</th>
<th>Excluding spatial features</th>
<th>Excluding build features</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AUC</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.89</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

the model is slightly impacted (i.e., with an AUC decrease of 3%) when the spatial features or the build features are excluded. In comparison, the performance of the model is significantly impacted (i.e., with an AUC decrease of 35%) when the temporal features are excluded.

Summary of Evaluation Results:
The ML models perform better under our newly proposed oversampling technique than the gapped sampling technique. When comparing different ML models under the same sampling techniques, models trained using random forest are more efficient and more accurate than the deep learning-based models (LSTM and MING). Hence, we decided to use a random forest model combined with our oversampling technique as our AIOps solution.

8 DISCUSSION & LESSONS LEARNED

In this section, we present the learned lessons during the process of building, evaluating, and deploying our AIOps solution. We structure this discussion along the five criteria for the successful adoption of AIOps solutions.

Trustability. Experiments show that our AIOps solution outperforms the prior state-of-the-art AIOps solution [24] when predicting node failures in SystemX. Instead of processing tens of terabytes of the raw monitoring data, our solution leverages the existing domain expertise embedded in the alerts. DevOps engineers work with alerts every day and are constantly modifying the rules which generate these alerts. Our solution can easily incorporate changes in the alerts (e.g., the addition of new types of alerts or updating existing alerts) and integrates nicely with DevOps engineers’ daily workflow. DevOps engineers from SystemX trust their field-tested alerts and in turn trust our solution and use it daily.

Interpretability. LSTM and MING-based models are black-box ML models, as they cannot explain the decision processes behind their predictions. Our AIOps solution is a random forest-based model, which is interpretable. We opened up the trained models and studied the importance scores of the various features that contributed to the prediction output. We leveraged such information to help us better understand and improve the monitoring infrastructure and software.
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Fig. 6. The distribution of the feature importance scores in the random forest-based model with our oversampling approach. The features are grouped into statistically heterogeneous groups using the Scott-Knott ESD test.

Since the ML models are re-trained every month, the importance scores for each feature may vary over time. To address this issue, we aggregated the importance scores for each feature across different models trained from different time periods. For each of the three experiments described in Section 7.1, we first applied the bootstrap sampling technique on our training set. Then we built a random forest-based model and extracted the feature importance score for each feature. We repeated this process ten times. We aggregated these feature importance scores across different models and ranked them with the Scott-Knott Effect Size Difference (ESD) test [41]. Scott-Knott ESD test measures the magnitude of the differences between two measurements (feature importance scores in our case) and leverages a hierarchical clustering to partition the measurements into statistically distinct groups with a non-negligible difference. Then, we studied the top 15 most important groups of features. A model that is built using only the top 15 most important groups of features achieves an AUC that is only 2% lower than the full model. Figure 6 visualizes the results of our Scott-Knott ESD test (showing the top 15 groups of features).

[Model Understanding]: The alert data plays the most important role when predicting node failures. 25 out of 29 (86%) features from the top 15 groups are alert-related. For example, Alert_A and Alert_B are two of the most important features. Both Alert_A and Alert_B are unrecoverable issues. Alert_A is an error reported by the kernel, whereas Alert_B is an error reported from the applications, which perform self-checks on nodes. However, not all alerts are important in our model. For example, none of the features related to Alert_X appear in the top 15 groups, even though Alert_X is a critical level alert. However, since it appears almost right before the node failure, it does not play an important role in our prediction models. The feature importance scores of the alert types are consistent with the performance of the baseline models that consider the corresponding alert types: the alert types that achieve a better baseline model (e.g., Alert_A and Alert_B) correspond to more important features in our model. Only one spatial feature (cluster name) and three build features (standard model ID, CPU count, and manufacturer) are important. Compared to the alert-related features, they are ranked considerably lower. After discussing with the DevOps engineers, we found that these features are related to some particular types of physical machines in certain clusters.

[Process Improvement]: Selective streaming of the monitoring data. The monitoring data from the individual nodes are currently aggregated and streamed to a central repository every hour. As SystemX is constantly growing with more nodes being added regularly, the monitoring infrastructure may be overwhelmed with the increasing amount of the data. Based on the above results, a more fine-grained data aggregation and streaming process can be used to alleviate
such pressure. First, the alerts, which process the data from the monitoring probes and the health-checking applications, seem to sufficiently capture the early warning signs of node failures. Hence the recorded data from the monitoring probes and the health-checking applications can be streamed over larger time intervals (e.g., every two hours) to ensure the scalability of the monitoring infrastructure. Besides, the monitoring data related to the unimportant alerts can be collected less frequently than the monitoring data related to the important alerts. Furthermore, for those particular types of machines located in certain clusters, which are shown to be more failure-prone than the others, smaller time intervals (e.g., every 15 minutes) might be needed to better monitor and ensure the QoS for these nodes.

Maintainability. All the modeling process (feature engineering, model training, and model evaluation) described in our approach can be automated, once the AIOps solution is deployed in the field. However, one of the major issues related to the maintainability of the ML models is related to configuration tuning [36]. Since the ML model needs to be retrained every month, having a robust (a.k.a., insensitive to various configuration settings) ML algorithm is crucial to the maintainability of the AIOps solution.

As explained in Section 6, we experimented with various hyperparameter settings for the LSTM and the MING-based models and found that the performance of these models can vary significantly based on the choice of the hyperparameters. Furthermore, the optimal hyperparameter settings vary depending on the training dataset and the choice of the oversampling techniques. Currently, we use a random search for hyperparameter tuning, as it is more efficient than the widely used grid search in locating the optimal hyperparameter settings [4]. This process is very time consuming and requires ML expertise. Random forest-based models, on the other hand, are considerably less sensitive to hyperparameter settings [40].

Scalability. Our AIOps solution is already adopted and used in practice to analyze alert data in SystemX. As shown in Section 7.2, compared to LSTM/MING-based models, random forest-based models are much faster during the training and the prediction process. Feature engineering is another resource-consuming phase, as it takes a while to encode the alerts into temporal features. One way to reduce the timing of this phase is to reduce the number of temporal features that need to be encoded. For example, we back-tracked the alert counts up to the previous 168 hours (7 days). However, after checking the top important features in our built random forest models, we observed that all the important alert-related features are between 1 to 10 hours before the failure. We subsequently built a random forest model using only the important features appeared in the top 15 groups. The performance of this new model is only slightly (i.e., 2%) lower than the original one. This gives us a good idea in terms of further improving the efficiency of our initial AIOps solution.

In-context Evaluation. Traditionally, the performance of ML models is evaluated based on the correctness of individual predictions on the testing datasets. However, after iterations of discussions with the DevOps engineers, we realized that such evaluation techniques would overestimate the performance of a model in the actual production context. For example, predicting a node failure multiple times (i.e., in different individual predictions) or predicting node failures without a time window will likely overestimate the performance. Therefore, we developed a context-aware evaluation technique, which calculates the aggregated prediction performance for each node, in a “just-in-time” manner. Using the traditional evaluation technique, the performance measures (e.g., AUC) would have been overestimated by up to 20%.

Difficult to transfer AIOps solutions to a different context. The monitoring infrastructure is highly system and company-dependent. Therefore, AIOps solutions may not be easily transferable to other systems. For example, Lin et al. [24] proposed the MING approach to predict node failures in the Microsoft Azure cloud. Their AIOps solution works nicely in that context, but performed poorly in ours. This is mainly due to the differences in the monitoring infrastructure, the availability of the monitoring dataset, and the problem context. First, the monitoring infrastructures and the types of
available monitoring data are different. MING uses the raw system resource usage data (e.g., CPU, memory, and disk) in their prediction model, whereas we use alerts which already processed such data based on domain knowledge and experience from previously reported issues. Second, the problem context is not completely the same. Although both problems are about predicting node failures, their AIOPS solution makes predictions in a fixed time interval. In our case, however, a prediction for a node is only made when there are new alerts generated for that particular node, as DevOps engineers need to know whether they need to react to a particular alert or not.

**Impact of different window and gap sizes in the sampling approaches.** One can configure the window size ($N$) and gap size ($X$) in our oversampling technique and the gapped sampling approach, respectively. Figures 7, 8, and 9 show the performance of the ML models using different window sizes in our oversampling approaches and different gap sizes in the gapped sampling approaches. Figures 7, 8, and 9 show that, for all three types of ML models, our oversampling technique always achieves better results than the gapped sampling approach under different configurations of the window and gap sizes. Besides, our oversampling approach is less sensitive to the window size than the gapped sampling approach is to the gap size. For example, for the random forest model under our oversampling technique, the AUC keeps stable at 0.91 and 0.92 for all the experimented window sizes (i.e., 2 to 48 hours). In comparison, for the random forest model under the gapped sampling technique, the AUC varies from 0.81 to 0.89 under different gap sizes (i.e., 2 to 48 hours). As our oversampling technique captures the complete picture before node failures, it outperforms the gapped sampling approach that only captures partial early indicators of node failures.

**Why our solution fails to predict node failures in some cases.** As discussed in Section 3, alerts happen not only on failed nodes but also on healthy nodes. In some cases, some failed nodes exhibit similar patterns of alerts as normal nodes, which causes it extremely difficult to distinguish such failed nodes from healthy nodes. Besides, we use a time-based evaluation that trains models on earlier data (e.g., the first three month data) and evaluate models on later data (e.g., the fourth-month data). As the hardware, software, and the environment is constantly evolving, the relationship between node failures and the explanatory features can be different between the model training time and the model evaluation time. For example, the types and volumes of alerts may evolve with the changing hardware and software. There are also cases where node failures cannot be captured by existing alerts. DevOps engineers hence need to add new types of alerts to better capture and warn such failures. In addition, the quality of the labels of node failures
and the collected feature data can also impact the accuracy of our node failure predictions. For example, the volume of alerts may not be measured accurately when monitoring tool failures happen occasionally.

9 THREATS TO VALIDITY

9.1 External Validity

We demonstrated that other AIOps solutions (e.g., MING [24], which we replicated in our study) are not directly transferable to our context, as different systems have different monitoring infrastructures. The problem context could be different as well. Various aspects (e.g., feature engineering, data sampling, and evaluation techniques) of the ML models should be tailored towards the particular problem context. However, the experience and the lessons that we learned during this process are useful to other researchers and practitioners, when they develop their own AIOps solutions, especially when they are interested in ensuring successful adoption of their AIOps solutions in practice.
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We showed that random forest-based models combining with innovative data sampling techniques outperform deep learning models in our context. This also matches the findings from recent study on comparing automated recommendation results [8]. This may be due to the scarcity of positive samples (i.e., node failures) in the training data. Deep learning models require large amount of training data in order to perform well. However, the node failure events, although they are very costly if they occur, are very rare in practice.

This work uses one ultra-large-scale cloud computing platform as the case study system, as it is difficult to get access to research resources of multiple such platforms. Hence, our approaches and findings may have limitations in generalizing to other cloud computing platforms, as the symptoms and causes of node failures might be different for another different cloud computing platform. For example, our approaches may not apply to cloud computing platforms that do not produce alerting signals ahead of the node failure time. In addition, our approach is highly dependent on the granularity of the alerts. For example, if certain types of alerts are generated all the time, they may not be useful for our approach. Nevertheless, other researchers and practitioners can learn from our general approaches and findings to craft their own AIOPS solution under a different business scenario. The paper presented the results of evaluating our AIOPS solution on the platform for a period of six months. In fact, our solution has been applied on SystemX on a daily basis to help DevOps engineers operate the ultra-large-scale cloud computing platform.

9.2 Internal Validity
The performance of ML models is highly dependent on the various choices that are made during the modeling process. Therefore, we built a range of ML models with three ML algorithms (LSTM, MING, and random forest), two different data sampling (gapped vs. our oversampling) techniques, and configuration parameters (configuration parameters for the ML models and for the data sampling techniques). In our case study, the ML model built with random forest combined with our oversampling technique performs the best.

9.3 Construct Validity
Instead of using the traditional evaluation techniques for ML models, we developed a new approach, which better reflects the usage context of our models in a real-production setting. Under our new evaluation technique, no further prediction results will be evaluated when a failure prediction is made for a node, as DevOps engineers would have already replaced this node with new ones. Furthermore, predicting a node failure outside the prediction window (2–72 hours based on business requirement) is not considered as a successful prediction in our problem context, as too-early predictions would waste company’s money to replace healthy nodes, and too-late predictions leave little or no time for DevOps engineers to react.

In this work, we evaluated the performance of our AIOPS solution in a production-like environment instead of a real-production environment. However, we used the data from a real-production environment and we simulated the scenarios when our solution had been applied in the real-production environment. Theoretically, our evaluation can equivalently measure the performance of our AIOPS solution when applied in a real-production environment.

10 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
This paper reports our process in building an AIOPS solution for predicting node failures in an ultra-large-scale cloud computing platform. We experimented with three ML algorithms (LSTM, MING, and random forest) under two data sampling (gapped vs. our oversampling) techniques. We evaluated the performance of the resulting ML models in a production-like context. Results show that random forest combined with our oversampling technique yields the best
performance in terms of computational costs and predictive power. We discussed our learned lessons along with five key criteria for the successful adoption of AIOps solutions: (1) trustable, (2) interpretable, (3) maintainable, (4) scalable, and (5) in-context evaluation. The lessons that we learned from building and deploying our AIOps solution will be of great value for researchers and practitioners, who are interested in ensuring the adoption of their AIOps solutions. Our solution is already used on a daily basis for SystemX at Alibaba. Once our AIOps solution predicts a node failure in the near future, DevOps engineers would take preventative actions (e.g., live migration) to minimize the impact of node failures on the production system. In the future, in order to improve node resiliency, our AIOps solution can be combined with self-healing strategies to automatically mitigate the impact of node failures (e.g., through automated live migration and automated management of node repairing process).
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